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Winging It
On Tour with the Boks
LIAM DEL CARME

978-1-4314-2913-4

Winging It: On Tour with the Boks is an insider’s view of life on tour
with the national rugby team, the Springboks, from sports writer
Liam del Carme. Del Carme takes the reader across continents as
he shares the helter-skelter atmosphere of meeting writing deadlines
while finding ways to maintain his sanity. The book explores the
ebb and flow of touring with one of rugby’s iconic teams and the
characters, destinations and travel companions he shares his journeys
with while covering great rugby moments.
| Paperback | 235mmx135mm | World Rights | 220pp | October 2019

Living Coloured
(Because Black and White Were Already Taken)
YUSUF DANIELS

Living Coloured (Because Black and White Were Already Taken)
is a compilation of short stories that is an ode to an era all Cape
Coloured people will instantly recognise – from the nightclubbing at
Space Odyssey to the traditions of delectable food exchanges during
Ramadan among Muslims and Christians alike. This book is a tribute
to all that the Coloured community holds dear and sings of the spirit
which helped them survive on the flat plains of the Cape.
978-1-4314-2881-6

|

Paperback

|

World Rights

|

198x128mm

|

120pp

|

May 2019

Black Twitter, Blitz and a
Boerie a Long as Your Leg
and Other National Treasures
HAGEN ENGLER

Black Twitter, Blitz and a Boerie as Long as Your Leg lists and
celebrates the tiny, subtle aspects of South African life that we
all experience, but don’t always notice. Engler looks at things
everybody knows are icons of our shared South Africanness,.
978-1-4314-2752-9

|

Paperback

|

World Rights

|

198x128mm

|

196pp

|

November 2018
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Let the Sunshine In
Zapiro Annual 2018
ZAPIRO

When all around is crumbling, when fake news and zipped lips conceal
the truth, Zapiro comes to the rescue. With the dissecting eye of a
surgeon, the rapier-like point of his pen exposes flimflam, and reveals
with a single line what lies behind the action. He shines a light on
the elephant in the room, presents the emperor in all his naked glory.
Impossible to brush off, he is determined to provoke a response.
978-1-4314-2731-4

|

Paperback

|

World Rights

|

240x190mm

|

160pp

|

October 2018

The Guptas Ate My Homework!
Madam & Eve Annual 2018
STEPHEN FRANCIS & RICO

After 25 years Madam & Eve is still going strong. It is back with
more hilarious cartoons reflecting on another year of the crazy
rollercoaster that is daily life and politics in South Africa. Madam &
Eve cartoons appear regularly in the Mail & Guardian, The Star,
The Saturday Star, Herald, Mercury, Witness, Daily Dispatch, Cape
Times, Pretoria News, Diamond Fields Advertiser, Die Volksblad, EC
Today, Kokstad Advertiser and The Namibian.
978-1-4314-2732-1 | Paperback | World Rights | 240x195mm | 160pp | September 2018

WTF
Capturing Zuma – A Cartoonist’s Tale
ZAPIRO

Only Zapiro can truly capture the craziness and the seriousness
of state capture and the Zuma years. WTF: Capturing Zuma – A
Cartoonist’s Tale is the award-winning and best-selling cartoonist’s
definitive, unique and superbly funny record of this rollercoaster
time in our history in words and more than 375 brilliant cartoons.

978-1-4314-2702-4 | Trade Paperback | World Rights | 235x155mm | 232pp | August 2018
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Hasta la Gupta, Baby!
Zapiro Annual 2017
ZAPIRO

No little thorn in the flesh or irritating fly in the ointment, Zapiro
just cannot be ignored. It’s been one helluva year. We’ve held our
breath thinking Zuma may resign. We’ve seen Juju re-booted and
Zille tweeted out. Racial tensions rise, tempers and fires flare. And
who better to make sense of this than Zapiro, political analyst,
cartoonist and agent provocateur.
978-1-4314-2713-0 | Paperback | World Rights | 240x215mm | 248pp | 2017

Hadeda La Land
Madam & Eve Annual 2017
STEPHEN FRANCIS & RICO

Madam & Eve is back, and as funny as ever. After 25 years,
Madam & Eve is still going strong, with more hilarious cartoons
looking back at another year of the rollercoaster that is daily life
and politics in our crazy ‘hadeda land’ that we call South Africa.

978-1-4314-2567-9

|

Paperback

|

World Rights

|

240x195mm

|

112pp

|

September 2017

Take Me To Your Leader
Madam & Eve Annual 2016
STEPHEN FRANCIS & RICO

This year we are in for a treat, with Madam & Eve back with
more cartoons looking at domestic life and politics in the new
South Africa.

978-1-4314-2430-6

|

Paperback

|

World Rights

|

240x195mm

|

160pp

|

2016
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Dead President Walking
Zapiro Annual 2016
ZAPIRO

Zapiro comes of age in this 21st annual. Zuma once again takes
centre stage for all the wrong reasons along with his cronies the
Guptas and his nemesis Malema. It’s the year of the hashtag.
#RhodesMustFall begat #FeesMustFall, also #Racism/#Sexism
and #ZumaMustFall. Each cartoon is worth a thousand words and
helps us make sense of our crazy, beautiful country where fact is
indeed stranger than fiction.
978-1-4314-2432-0

|

Paperback

|

World Rights

|

195x240mm

|

160pp

|

2016

Goodnight Zzzuma
A Parody
ANONYMOUS

In a great green room, tucked away in bed, is President Jacob
Zuma. ‘Goodnight room,’ he says to all the familiar things in
the softly lit room – to the pictures of his favourite wives, to the
Guptas and the helipad, to the Karoo and fracking. The book does
illicit a few chuckles, but it does hit hard, especially when Zzzuma
says goodnight to: ‘A nation, a struggle/ Reduced to a chuckle/
And a grand old man/ Whispering Eish!’
978-1-4314-2268-5

|

Paperback

|

World Rights

|

155x198mm

|

48pp

|

2015

Shed Happens
Madam & Eve Annual 2015
STEPHEN FRANCIS & RICO

They’re back, and better than ever! This year sees the release of
the twenty-third Madam & Eve, and it is another winner from this
sharp and witty creative team.
Featuring the humour South Africans have come to know and love,
this Madam & Eve promises to be a laugh a minute, and it is sure
to be a family favourite and welcome addition to any bookshelf.
978-1-4314-2270-8
6

|

Paperback
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|

Worlds Rights

|

195x240mm

|

136pp

|

2015

It’s Code Red
Zapiro Annual 2014
ZAPIRO

Zapiro needs no introduction. His nineteenth annual speaks
for itself. No year would be complete without Zapiro’s annual
collection of cartoons, and in this latest book of sharp-witted and
well-timed cartoons, Zapiro once again proves himself a satirical
genius, ensuring that no event passes by without comment …
or a laugh.
978-1-4314-2099-5

|

Paperback

|

World Rights

|

195x240mm

|

160pp

|

2014

Send in the Clowns
Madam & Eve Annual 2014
STEPHEN FRANCIS & RICO

They’re back, and better than ever! This year sees the release of
the twenty-second Madam & Eve, and it is another winner from
this sharp and witty creative team. Featuring the humour South
Africans have come to know and love, this Madam & Eve promises
to be a laugh a minute, and it is sure to be a family favourite and
welcome addition to any bookshelf.
978-1-4314-2031-5

|

Paperback

|

World Rights

|

240x195mm

|

160pp

|

2014

DemoCr azy
SA’s Twenty-year Trip
ZAPIRO

South Africa approaches 20 years of democracy and what better
way to look back at the country’s wild ride than through the lens
of Zapiro. Look back to see how far the country has come but also
how much further we still need to go to fulfil the promise of those
early years of democracy. South Africa may have changed in
20 years but Zapiro’s sharp wit and cutting satire have remained
a welcome constant over the years.
978-1-4314-1036-1

|

Paperback

|

World Rights

|

240x215mm

|

268pp

|

2014
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Marrying Black Girls for
Guys who aren’t Black
HAGEN ENGLER

White guy Hagen Engler had been married to his black wife for
a couple of years before he realised he was still a racist! Marrying
Black Girls for Guys Who Aren’t Black describes his journey from
being the whitest person this side of a Smokie concert to being
slightly blacker, if not visibly so.

978-1-920601-28-7

|

Paperback

|

World Rights

|

198x130mm

|

212pp

|

2013

Keep Calm and Take
another Tea Break
Madam & Eve Annual 2013
STEPHEN FRANCIS & RICO

This year sees the release of the twenty-first Madam & Eve, and
it’s another winner from this sharp and creative team. Madam,
Eve, Thandi and Mother Anderson return with their chaotic and
totally recognisable South African household in the latest hilarious
reflection of everyday life in South Africa.
978-1-4314-0843-6

|

Paperback

|

World Rights

|

195x240mm

|

168pp

|

2013

My Big Fat Gupta Wedding
Zapiro Annual 2013
ZAPIRO

Zapiro needs no introduction. His eighteenth annual speaks
for itself. No year would be complete without Zapiro’s annual
collection of cartoons, and in this latest book of sharp-witted and
well-timed cartoons, Zapiro once again proves himself a satirical
genius, ensuring that no event passes by without comment …
or a laugh.
978-1-4314-0844-3
8

|

Paperback
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|

World Rights

|

195x240mm

|

160pp

|

2013

VuvuzelaNation
ZAPIRO

VuvuzelaNation is a collection of more than 200 iconic cartoons
from the nation’s sharpest bestselling cartoonist telling the curious,
glorious, calamitous and chaotic story of sport in the New South
Africa. With incisive text from journalist Mike Wills, this new title
provides a keen-eyed, irreverent look at everything from Kamp
Staaldraad to Bok World Cup glory, from cricketing chokers to
champions, from SAFA bungling to the emotional success of the
2010 FIFA World Cup.
978-1-4314-0164-2

|

Paperback

|

World Rights

|

240x215mm

|

160pp

|

2013

Twenty
Madam & Eve
STEPHEN FRANCIS & RICO

The Ultimate Collector’s Item: Madam & Eve celebrates its
twentieth anniversary! Twenty years later, the Madam & Eve
series is still South Africa’s best reminder that we need to laugh
at ourselves as a society. The incredibly hilarious crew of Madam,
Eve, Thandi and Mother Anderson are like old friends to most
South Africans.
978-1-4314-0451-3

|

Paperback

|

World Rights

|

214x160mm

|

192pp

|

2012

But will it Stand up in Court?
Zapiro Annual 2012
ZAPIRO

It’s been the year of living dangerously, a year of being
acknowledged, and the year of the long-awaited court case. The
national conscience has been hard at work in this, his latest
collection, But Will It Stand Up In Court?
Zapiro has been tackling the state of the nation, and what a state it’s
been in!
978-1-4314-0450-6

|

Paperback

|

World Rights

|

195x240mm

|

160pp

|

2012
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Mother Anderson’s Secret
Book of Wit and Wisdom
Madam & Eve
STEPHEN FRANCIS & RICO

In this special Madam and Eve volume, Mother Anderson shares
her thoughts on surviving life’s twists and turns with a little
help from her old friend Gin & Tonic. A cantankerous cynic, her
hobbies include watching TV, drinking gin & tonics and fighting
with Eve and the mielie lady.
978-1-4314-0107-

|

Paperback

|

World Rights

|

160x145mm

|

96pp

|

2011

The Pothole at the End of the
R ainbow
Madam & Eve Annual 2011
STEPHEN FRANCIS & RICO

From Julius Malema’s tantrums to President Zuma’s plane trips,
from Bakkies Botha’s booting to Helen Zille’s toyi-toyiing, it’s
been a big and busy year for news in the Rainbow Nation. Another
satirical winner from this sharp and witty creative team.
978-1-4314-0252-6

|

Paperback

|

World Rights

|

195x240mm

|

136pp

|

2011

The Last Sushi
Zapiro Annual 2011
ZAPIRO

South Africans calling for our moral compass to be reactivated
need look no further than Zapiro’s latest annual, The Last Sushi.

978-1-4314-0253-3
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|

Paperback
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|

World Rights

|

195x240mm

|

160pp

|

2011

Twilight of the Vuvuzelas
Madam & Eve Annual 2010
STEPHEN FRANCIS & RICO

Another satirical winner from this sharp and witty creative team.
The motley crew of Madam, Eve, Thandi and Mother Anderson
are like old friends to most South Africans and their dysfunctional,
chaotic and totally recognisable South African household is an
unfailingly hilarious reflection of everyday life in this country.

978-1-77009-878-7

|

Paperback

|

World Rights

|

195x240mm

|

136pp

|

2010

Do you Know who I Am?
Zapiro Annual 2010
ZAPIRO

No year would be complete without Zapiro’s annual collection of
cartoons, which have become a reflective summary of political
events in the year. Packed with biting humour and cutting edge
satire, Do You Know Who I Am?! showcases this year’s cream of
the crop from South Africa’s sharpest cartoonist.

978-1-77009-879-4

|

Paperback

|

World Rights

|

195x240mm

|

160pp

|

2010

Strike while the Iron is Hot
Madam & Eve Annual 2009
STEPHEN FRANCIS & RICO

Yes, it’s time for the brand new Madam & Eve annual, Strike
While the Iron is Hot – and this one is better than ever! No one
can deny that here in South Africa, it’s been a humour-filled year
chock-full of gags, howlers and outrageous punch lines coming
from this country’s most gifted comedy writers!

978-1-77009-779-7

|

Paperback

|

World Rights

|

195x240mm

|

152pp

|

2009
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Don’t Mess with the
President’s Head
Zapiro Annual 2009
ZAPIRO

Zapiro returns with his signature wry satirical style to ensure
that his audience hovers between shaking their heads in rueful
agreement and snorting in mirth.

978-1-77009-757-5

|

Paperback

|

World Rights

|

195x240mm

|

136pp

|

2009

Pir ates of Polokwane
Zapiro Annual 2008
ZAPIRO

This is the 13th annual collection of Zapiro cartoons from
the Mail & Guardian, Sunday Times and Independent newspapers.

978-1-77009-598-4

|

Paperback

|

World Rights

|

195x240mm

|

136pp

|

2008

Take Two Veg and Call me
in the Morning
Zapiro Annual 2007
ZAPIRO

Take Two Veg & Call Me in the Morning promises all the tasteful
humour and knife-sharp wit that has immortalised Zapiro as a
true South African icon.

978-1-77009-389-8
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|

Paperback
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|

World Rights

|

195x240mm

|

160pp

|

2007

Jacana Media
sales@jacana.co.za
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